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Investigation One
Wild Schoolya rd Anima l s

What you need 
A magnifying glass
A pen or pencil for recording
Writing paper

What you do 
Find out which animals live in your
schoolyard.

Warning: Do not handle these animals –
some of them can be dangerous.

Record the animals you see, and try to work
out how many of them live in the schoolyard.

Choose one of these animals to study more
closely.

Draw the animal, showing as much detail as
you can.

Show the animal’s habitat. (You could make a
diorama)

Describe the animal, its habitat and its
adaption to its environment.

Investigation Tw o
M ini Th ings

What You Need
Magnifying glass
Pencil
Writing paper
4m of string
4 sticks (dowels)

What You Do
Choose four places in the schoolyard.
Measure 1 square metre for your observation
area in each place.

List all the things you see there.
• What living things did you see? 
• Which things were non-living? 
• Which things we re alive once but not now? 
• Which things did you find in one study

area but not in the other study areas? 

From each category, choose two things you saw.

Using the magnifying glass, look at them
more closely. Draw them, showing as much
detail as you can.

LIFE AND L IVING

I n t ro d u c t i o n
In this unit, students complete activities that
involve conducting investigations similar to
those that a zoologist may carry out during
his/her experiments and research, leading to
an interest in the life of Elizabeth Pope
(1912-1993).

B a c k g ro u n d
Elizabeth Pope was a zoologist who spent her
entire working life at the Australian Museum.

She was one of Australia’s earliest ecologists.

Zoology – a branch of biology concerned
with the study of animals. It includes
description of present day animals, the study
of evolution of animal forms, anatomy,
physiology, embryology, behaviour and
geographical distribution.

Ecology – a branch of biology; the science 
of the relationship between organisms and
animals, and their environment.

✺

Animals and their

environment – 

how do they survive?
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ANIMAL ITS ADAPTATION HOW THE ADAPTATION 
HELPS IT TO SURVIVE

Wombat Flat nose, sharp claws Claws are used . . .

Dingo Large, strong teeth Teeth are used to catch 
its food

Kangaroo Strong legs and tail

Brushtail possum Sharp claws

Kookaburra

Echidna

Platypus

Flying Fox It has a bat-like body

Sugar glider The flap of skin helps 
it to glid.

Lyrebird Male has a beautiful tail Tail helps to attract 
female

Animals and their enviroment – how do they survive?
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Investigation Thre e
W he re in the World ?

Choose five animals from groups provided 
by the teacher.

Research and record information on the
animals
• Name
• Habitat
• Animal Type
• Description

Make a fact card on each of the animals.

Blu-tack the fact cards to a map of the world
to show where the animals would be found.

Investigation Four
Aus tra l ian Anima l s

What You Need
Picture book of Australian animals 

What You Do
Adaptations are special features of living
things that help them to survive. 
For example, the giraffe is an African animal 
with a special adaptation. It has a long neck
that lets it reach the tallest branches where
the freshest leaves are found.

Fill in this 
table about 
the adaptations 
of some of our 
own Australian 
animals. Some 
work has been 
done for you.
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Investigation Five
How Do They Live ?

Food Chains
Choose an animal.

Draw and label a food chain that includes
that animal.

Draw and label two more food chains.

On the move
For each of the following types of movement,
list five animals that move in that way.

Run Jump Walk
Climb Burrow Fly
Swim Glide

Other activities

Different regions, Compare the physical characteristics of animals in three different 
different animals geographical zones of the world. Look at body coverings, the way they 

move, the type of animals found. Make suggestions as to why there are 
differences. Are there any similarities? 

Animal outsides Students investigate the external structures of a number of different
animals – body coverings, shape, locomotion etc. They list and describe
the characteristic external features of the animals they investigate.

Earthworms on Students use a magnifying glass to observe an earthworm. They identify
the move which parts of the worm work together to help the worm move. They 

describe using pictures and descriptions how the earthworm moves. They 
consider how gently the worms must be handled and how all living things 
must be treated with respect. They place the worm in a large dish and 
watch it move. They draw and label as many parts of the worm as possible. 

Animal movement Working in small groups, students examine and describe the body shape
of an animal other than an earthworm. They describe how the animal
maintains its body shape and how its moves. Students make first hand
observations of animals such as snails, slugs, different types of insects or
fish as well as looking at posters of other animals. Students describe the
external and internal body structures which help them move. Students
use additional resources to research a selected animal. They select
graphics and make careful drawings of the animal and label the external
and internal body parts which work together to bring about movement.

Elizabeth Pope was educated at the Un i versity of Syd n e y
(MSc). She worked at the Australian Museum throughout
her career, rising through its ranks from Scientific Assistant

to Curator for Worms and Echinoderms and Deputy Di re c t o r. Sh e
was also President of the Linnean Society of New South Wales.

Elizabeth Pope mapped large areas of the Australian coast, doing some of the earliest
Australian re s e a rch in ecology. She also co-authored several books on the seashore with Da k i n
(her zoology professor at the University of Sydney) and Isobel Bennet.

Source: Adapted from http://www.asap.unimelb.edu.au/bsparcs/biogs/P002494b.htm

E l iza b eth Pope

✺
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E L I Z A B E T H C S S

C A R E E R D E P U T Y

H P R O F E S S O R U D

I W O R M S O R E A D N

N U N I V E R S I T Y E

O E D U C A T E D O P Y

D O I N G R S H O R E L

E M A P E C O L O G Y A

R S E A A H O R E O P R

M U S E U M R I S I N G

S E A S H O R E S O E E

Review Activit ies

WORDSEARCH

Find these words about Elizabeth Pope in the Wordsearch:

ELIZABETH PROFESSOR UNIVERSITY SYDNEY
RESEARCH MAP SEASHORE SHORE
SCIENTIFIC LARGE MUSEUM ECOLOGY
DOING RISING CURATOR SORTS
DEPUTY WORMS CAREER EDUCATED
CAREER READ ECHINODERMS STUDY
P O P E  (scattered)

Key Learning Are a s

English Pick a particular bird species and study its characteristics, habitat and life. Pretend 
you are a bird. Write a diary of your activities for one day. What do you eat? 
What might eat you? Where do you live? What happens each hour of the day 
(and night)?
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